Trivec
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Trivec PaintRobot
Efficient and economical
The PaintRobot is a handy piece of equipment that
can be used to impregnate or stain long planks
of wood or provide them with a coat/undercoat
of paint on all sides (for example) quickly, easily
and in one go. It can be adjusted quickly and
easily to suit the part that needs to be treated.
Compared to painting by hand with a brush or
roller, you will save a huge amount of costly labour
time. Working with the PaintRobot is efficient and
economical; it collects all excess paint for reuse.

Planking painted
on all sides

PaintRobot
together with a
Trivec paintwork
drying cart

The benefits:
-

Virtually no paint lost
Flexible and quick to use
Four-sided painting in one go
Working in an environmentally
friendly manner
- Practical way of working
- Easy to operate
- Saves a huge amount of time

PaintRobot set
Fold-away PaintRobot
with starter set of rollers,
brushes and paint kegs.

www.trivec.eu

Well thought-out solutions
in the application of paint
A glimpse
‘under the bonnet’

Trivec PaintRobot technical details
Application
Up to four sides
Options - Extra set of brushes
Dim. folded away (lxwxh)
1400 x 600 x 450 mm			 for widths > 100 mm
Dim. opened out (lxwxh)
1700 x 600 x 1150 mm
- Extra roller set
				 for widths > 200 mm
Dimensions of parts to be 			
- Oblique brush-holders
painted/treated maximum (wxh) 300 x 120 mm

Treating surface in one go
The PaintRobot has been
developed to impregnate, stain
or resin planking or provide it
with a coat/undercoat of paint
on all sides in a single run. By
adjusting the settings, parts can
be treated on 1-4 sides in one go.
Quick and easy to use
The PaintRobot is simple to open
out and fold away. Folded into
a handy size, the PaintRobot
can be transported easily.

Ideal and quick to use for in
the workshop or on-site at the
client’s home or place of
business.
1000-1250 metres per hour
Assuming you are well-organized
in your work (e.g. supply and
removal of parts, use of drying
racks/carts), production of 10001250 metres per hour is feasible.
Well thought-out simplicity
Tailoring use of roll and brush-

holders to the part is straightforward. Assembly bridges to
which rolls and brushes are
attached can easily be removed
for the purposes of changing
and/or cleaning.
Saving time and money
Compared to painting by hand,
the PaintRobot saves you a huge
amount of expensive labour
time. Furthermore, you will
prevent considerable amounts
of paint being lost as a result
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of overspray when spraying by
hand or machine.
Can be used for:
The PaintRobot is used for the
treating of planking (among
other things), including rabbet/
tongue-and-groove planking,
priming casement frames,
skirting boards and cornices,
staining/preserving planed or
fine sawn wood for cladding
and for use in gardens, etc.

